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1.1 Thf problems of optimum design are historically 
connected wi~h the design of structures. The methods of 
determining khe ~orm oi a structure have developed along 
with the de+gni,ng of structures of various kinds·. The 
criterion ofll choice of configuration depends on conditions 
necessary to be satisfied by. the structure. Absolute 
criteria of lptikum design, valid for all time, do not exist. 
! I i 
The aims andl trends of\optimum design and of structural 
design are e~sentially the same -- for example, the tendency 
. i I i 
to determineitheiform ~f_a ~~ucture, the ac9eptance of the 
relationshiplbetteen the for~ a~d the internal forces, the 
ten~ency to tedu4e the weight and volume of the structure, 
and the necelsiti to determine in advance the conditions 
to b• satisfied'. by the structu~e, as·well as the quality 
.. i \ I . • 
I \ i 1 
of materialslto'be used. 
I ! , 
Analytical optimum design is an improvement on and a 
. \ I ', . 
complement of the! first stage of design of structures; that 
. : . I .. 
is, choosingJa form. The next stage, the control of strength 
• i I I 
and ec6nomiciaspe6ts of the structure, is carried out by the 
I I 
I . I 
designer regardless of the way in which t~e form of the 
I . 
. ,<structure waf$ determined~ In optimum design only that part 





of the cost lof a. structure is considered directly which is 
connected wJth t~e volume of material. The influence of 
I I ' different cqnditions and of the lifetime of the structure on 
the overall ~ost, as also indirect expenditure, are disregarded. 
. I , t 
I [ '. 
The int~rdePendence between internal forces and form is 
the fundamenltal' factor in optimum design. The designer uses 
i 
this depende~ce ~n a twofold way: by determining the form 
I ! 




nternal forces appearing in an element of 
a given forJ. Fi~st, the form and dimensions of the structure 
I 
are determin~d. The theory of optimum design aims at replac-
intuitive drafting of a structure by analytical methods 
· so<,tha t it may comply with strength conditions. Thus 
. ·.·. •··.. ·. I . designing without the theory of optimum design consists in 
iF< . ' i ' 
thiformulation of assumptions and in varifying them by 
·, . ' 
calculation; 1 the optimum de~ign makes it possible to determine 
I ,I . 
·. i 
fotm directly on the basis of given strength conditions 
I ' 
. I 
and:designer\indicates to the site engineer :the form of the 
I . 
t~e material to be used, and t~e methods of realiza~ 
I I ' ' 
~he objectives of optimum design is to obtain 
. I , 
desire~ itruct~re from a minimum quantity of material. 
When the\ forJ of a 1 structure is determined, which depends on . . I 
constructiona'l-requirements and on the current state of 
. . •. . . . i . . ' 
knowledge in technical mechanics, the achievement of this 
· . i I , 
aim is verified analytically on the design~ prepared by 
.,, 
thi volume of materials used~ • By contrast, 
. ' ) 
I :. 
when the thepry of optimum design is applied, the procedure 
I 
is reversed.i With the condition of constant volume for the 
I 
of deformability, maximum economy in materials is 
in advance. These methods lead to the known mathe-
1 
3 
mattcal problems of extremes of certain functions satisfying 
c ~·/ •• 
,/ \ 
definite conditions. 
Scope Of report: 
. I 
I 
this.report the principal 
designing stJuctures are outlined 
methods of approaches of 
in general. Stress control 
is\presented with its applicatidn to several 
I 
problems. \ ' 
The his~orica~ developments oft~ pripcipal ~thods are 




ral dfscussion, principles and assumptions, etc., 
i 
each methoµ are outli.ned in brief in Chapter III. 
I 
In Chapt~r IV the ~tress control procedure is presented I 
I ! I I I 
I ' . I 
the type bf structural actions defined. i The procedure 
' I 
. I . 
is compared w}th Normal design procedure. 
i ·• I . . 
Chapt~r·y consists pf the application ,of the stress con-
1 
t I i 
trol procedure with.· numerical problems~ 
· I I 
: I 
Selectedireferen6es are given in the Bibliography with 
the purpose;? to collect maximum literature pertaining to opti-
. ! ' 
: ] ' I 
mum design of :structures. Wherever possible the brief descrip-
. I I ! 
I I . 
tion of the c~ntents in the respective references is also 
i i 








HIS ORICAL SURVEY OF THE DEVELOPMENTS OF 
OPTIMUM DESIGN OF STRUCTURES 
! 
I 
2.1~ The de~elopment of optimum design of structures is 
. I . ! 
connected with'the deVelopment of technical civilization. 
The form of la,bUilding or other structure results from a 
design procJss. Various criteria for determining the form 
I 
·.. . i 
.·. of a struct~re. .may be' formulated; for instance, its intended 
use, its ap earance or its strength. 
. ' : 
It is diff[cult to fix historically the original 
I : , : 
. : . . I 




rn1 of a structure, as regards its 
strength. ,his 1 must probab~~ have coincided/with the_ appli-
cation of t~e:n9tion of force and the laws of mechanics as. 
I 
a f~undatioj ~o~ designing structures. It is generally 
accepted thJt this period began in 1638 with Gallleo. Sincie 
that time tro;etical :~ecbanicl has 'qonstituted a base for the 
development rf structures. 
Methods[ of fesign:
1 
largely consist in trials and 
i I I 
unintentiona~ experiments, both in the sense of direct 
design and o~ working but calculation assumptions. Trials 
I \ ' 
and experiments generally lead to the result sought. The 
best method bf, optimum; d-~sign is to conduct planned trials 
on natural sraie\structures
4
or on models. Such trials were 
I ' I 
carried out I by Galileo and Euler. At present, ·the model 
. i 
method of testing the'. suitability of a struc~ure for the 
I 
I 
purpose for which it was designed is still often considered 
the best fo coiplicated-systems. 
5 
Method of·verification by calculat~ng the strength of 
a structure are of muth later date than unintentional trial~ 
I 
and are bas don the relations observed between, on the one 
. hand, the f 
1
r~,l ! the dime11sions and the properties of the 
material,. a d~ on the \other, the strength: of the structure. 
\ · 
.For these r lat:i.ons, a number of strength theories have been 
established, amqng Whi!ch·three groups can be distinguished. 
They are ba 'hypothesis concerning: . 
\ 
( 1) t of the material \ I 
I 
(2) the a~ceptable value of the safety factor 
(3) the qu~lity bf the structure. 
. ' 
The met ods\ o~ ve~ific~~ion of strengthiare now well 
developed an~ bave fou~d wid~-scale uses. 
. \ 
Th.e extent of such 
methods. is crnne~ted oh the one hand with the existence of 
I I i . 
. . ' 
a deeper und~rst~nding·of the properties of materials and, 
\ 
on the other hand, with the development of necessary mathe-
matical meth ds ~or the analysis of more complicated structures. 
These includ thj method of admissible stresses or strains 
\ I 
and the· meth d 'o:ti ultimate load. The common feature of these 
h \ I i ·. . ·methods is tat'. ih~ form of the structure is assumed before-
hand int~i ti ~el~ '.or on 1the basis of experience and. then 
· checke\d ~ If I 'the ~nternal · forces satisfy the. strength theory 
• i \· 
· assumed~ the structure.is safe, but the :reasons for assuming 
I. 
' I 
'' ·; I 
its form arl not verified. Thus, this method has also an 
element of Jriai and error. 
The mo~ern ;devsl~pment Of design methods represents 
several independent directions, among which the following 
are of ~pecJal interest. 
1. The desJgn of statically indeterminate structures of 
I ! I 
· uniform ,stre1ngth. , 
' I 
2. Minimum ttrain ene~gy for a give~ material,volume. 
6 
3. Minimum, eig)lt design. 
! 
4. Other lers khown methods in which the form of the struc-
1 
ture is ~he ?bject of the research. 
I 
The des~gn ~f structures of uniform strength is the 
I I 
object of st~die~ by many Russian scientists~ The histori-_ 
cal facts ofl de,v~lopment of the method of uniform strength 
is started w~t~ ~alileo. He tested a bent beam and obtained 
a result that] th~ normal stre.sses in extreme,fibers was I 
I ' I I \ 
uniform in erery ,cross section. Afterward Bernoulli ( 1687), 
Newton, ( 1687~ , Lagrange ( 1773) , Young ( 1807) , St. Venant 
j' \ I ii . 
(1864), and ltussian scientists after 1900 have experimented 
I ! i. 
and t>ffered di'fferent recommendations., The·method of uni-
1 ., 
' 
strength proved to be useful since parameters of the 
can be deduced from the criterion of 'unifor~ strength. 
I . 
pro~lem of determination of the form of a structure 
i 
energy is being studied in Poland by 
his associates. In 1939 he published 
I , . 
c ttjeorems with examples concerning the form of 




and ,951 he published other papers on the subject. 
ti\'iril !t~:i ;::; i~::d:p: 1:::b:: ::e:::::::d h:::c:::: r:::::d ~y 
.. :,;,,,A. Bra'n~t in ·1957-58. 
it!;J£;.'~{;il;~'bJ mi~+um. weight design is now based on the theory of 
···.·· .. ·:;.··plasticity. Jtesearch in this field is principally conduct~d 
Brown University in the United States, and 
contributed on this subject • 
. · ... , ..... 
·+ problem of the best 
The'.general features 
; . 
. · of ·:;:;tructure design in the plastic range have been determined 
:·. '; : : \. !' 
'.by Druck~r ,and Shield R. T. 
><-,>:·c/•. :: ·-.·._:\~·· 
I'. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN 
I I 
3.1 General: A structure is designed to perform a 
; 
certain fuJcti~n. ~o perform this function satisfactorily 
:it must ha+ sufficient strength and rigidity. Economy and 
~ood appea1an~el are further Objectives of major importance· 
in structu~al design. 
i . 
! : 
The complete design of a structure is ~ikely to involve 
I 
; 
the; following five ~tiges: 
1. •Establishing the: general layorit io fit the functional 
requirements of ~he structure possible. 
I . 
2 .• Considerafion of I the sey~~al possible 
: satisfy the functional requirements. 
I • 
solutions that may I I . \ 
I 
I 
3 .. Preliminaty structural design of the various possible 
I I \ 
I 
1' solutions:. 
: ' 4. Selecti ~ of the most satisfacto-i"y- 1 solutiott, considering 
I 
/.. I . 
~ic, functional and aesthetic comparison of the 
' various possible .solutions. 
' 
5. , D~tailep 1structu~al .design of the most ~atisfactory 




Both· t e p~elimi:nary designs of sta~e three and the final 
· detailed de ign of st'age five may be divided into three broad 
I ' 
pha~e~ , . ~ 1 tf~ugh 
: - . I 
,, I 
.. ' 




interrelate·.• First, the action of loads on the structure 
i 
I 
' I must be determined. Next the maximum stresses in the members 
and connect ons 1 of the structure must be.analyzed. Finally, 
the member~ and'connections of the structure must be dimen-
sioned, ~.e, the make up of each part of the structure must 
be determin d. Three:steps are interrelated: (a) the weight 
I 
of the stru ture itself is one of the loads that a structure 
' 
must carry, aµd'.this weight is not definitely known until 
: 
' I 
, the structur~e: is fullf designed, in a statically indeterminate 
I I 
: ' 
structure t e stresses depend on the elastic properties of 
the members, which are not known until the, main members are 
I I 
designed. bus :in a sense the design of any structure 
I 
proceeds by successive approximations. For exam~le, it is 
:::e:::::::i:~::i::: ::;d ~::;: ::: o:::e:::::::;::::::::::::: ~:Y .. ' 
::::::::~d 11osry to ,those .. ~ssumed, the prTess must'be 
I i 
, The ma~n t~ree methods of approach_to achieve the 
opti'mum desfgn .. are as ~Oi1ows,I Which·,a.re on the basis of: 
1. Uµiform strergth of indeterminate structures. 
. I 
2. Minimum weight design. 
1, II 
3. Minimum strain energy for a given material volume. , I 
. . ! ' 
3.2. Uniform Strength of Indeterminate Structures: In 
method of uJif~r~ 
\ : I . I 
stre.ngth, some of the parameters describ;.. 
ing the form of~ structure are assumed to be unknown and 




strength theJry adopted. 
I 
I . 
mat~rial ,is assumed to be homogeneous, and elastic. The 
I 
·.Uniform stre11.gth is connected with uniform extremum stresses 
eq~il to the \admissible stresses. The-values of these 
I 
str~sses can-be different for different members of the 
l 
: 
In most of the 
f lf~iftJ~,}:ci . so. tr sol.ved, the eXtreme stresses are assumed to 
;c: .• -' · .c be absolutely
1 
equal over the entire structure. The internal 
. are de 1termined by means of the equations of the 
i 
. I 
of ben~ing., The stability problem is disregarded, 
. I I 
i ! 
i~fluerice of other secondary design problems 
I : 
i i 
·-.···. on the form of the• members and the influence of she.ar forces. 
I i 
~he dead weight is assumed to be an externa1 1 1oad. The 
' . .. . \ . ' 
· l~V~ load, cohcentrated or uniformly distributed, may be 
' I . I 
arranged in.a~y manner, provided the extremum value of 
• ! 
I 
.the forces is[reached in ev~~y cross section~ The problem 
I : 
· invblves 1 d~teimimtion of a structure of minimum weight. 
i i 
• I I 
The design proceeds by establishing the I conditions for 
I ! I I 
whieh th~ ~irJt !variation of the volume wit~ respect to 
I I I 
'. : I . 
inver~J-r~gidity becomes zero. ttnder such conditions, 
! I .. -· : 
' I I \ 
variables late the coordinates of the points of change 
I 
of , ben\ding :moment and normal forces. After determin-
, I ' I 
. I I 
ing the lo~atipn of: points where internal forces are equal 
I i , 
! i . ' 
to zero, such can be treated as fictitious hinges. The 
I \ , . 
statically 1 det~rminate structure thus obtairied can easily 
I 
. \ i : . . 
be given such dimensions that definite stresses appear in 







: ; ; 
j. ' . 'i ~ ; . ·'.. 
L, 
: . :; 
I 
\ 
· system, the lobatiort of the •ero point is constant, and 
although t~ey kre considered to constitute the hinges, 
the relatiJe rbtations o.f neighboring parts are zero so 
' ' I i 
that the cdnti~uity of the structure. is preserved. If 
\ 
11 
we consideit a number of different load systems, the loca-
tidns of zero points are different. In this case, the 
1 I I so ution i~ the fo~~ of a minimum weight structure exists 
if consideJati~~ is 1 given to the variability of the 
reactions ihich . ca.n :act on the structure with arbitrary 
forces wit~in riertain limits. By means of zero points, 
statically l1n~e~erminate structures are replaced by statically 
I 
. I ' 
determinat~ ones. The design, therefore, involves select-· 
\ 
ing. from a 1se{ of structures of uniform str~ngth the structure. 
which satisfies, the minimum material conditions. 
3.3. inimum W~ight Design: The m_inimum weight design 
is now .baseld pn the ~heory of plasticity. 
;, I I 




that the ultimate 





achieved er a given load for minimum material consumption •. · 
' \ ~. 
',, 
. 'The of the papers'on r~search concerning the 
i ' 
·design of s ructures !for minimum weight, is the determina-
tion of the form parameters which are: the cross sectional 
area qf thei elements 
1
of a frame or that of a continuous 
.. : ; 
.. beam, consttn:ti ~ver t'.he. length of each bar. The· external 
load is assumed in the form of concentrated or.continuously ' ,. 
distribufed f~rce~. These loads are applied at fixed points 
and 
.. · ...... 




parameters are determined from the condition of minimum 
I 
material v'olume by considering the plastic collapse under 
1 
. ' 
a given load. ' For frames and beams, the collapse takes 
place as a result of such plastification of material that 
deformation~ in.crease indefinitely with constant values 
I 
of external forces and a geometrical change is brought about 
' ! 
in .each par · of, the structure. In members with continuous 
i I 
variability 1 ofithe th~ckness, for instance, this leads 
! i i 
to the cond~ti~n of simultaneous plasticity in the entire 
volume of sfructure. 
In thel wo~ks und~r consideration, it is assumed 
I . . 
that the maferi~l is homogeneous, elastic, and perfectly 
I . . 
plastic. The assumption of minimum volume corresponds 
I . ' 
to that of ~inimum weight. The influence of shear force 
on the.form! is fisregrrded; as is also the stability. 
problem of ~arsiand o~her s~condary problem~. As a conse- 1 
I I i ,i i . \ 
quence of the. assumptions made, these works do not, in 
I 
principle, bonc~rn co~crete structures. The work concern-
I I , '· ' 
' i I 
ing the determination of the form of structures is being 
. I i I 
cbn~inued nptwiihstanding the\manufacturing difficulties 
I . 
and the cosf· iany practical aspects of design have also 
to be disre~arddd. Some of the basic features of the 
I . 
form of a member\ connected with its practical application 
I ! . :. 
may, howevei-, be1 taken'· into consideration by choosing 
I t ; 
I !--.. 
certain form parameters beforehand. As an example, consider 
i '. . 
the u~e of ~n in~ariable geometrical configuration of a 
I . 
I .· ... · 
frame and a constant cross section in each span of a 
I , ·. . , . .. . . 
13 
continuous beam or frame~ The structures to be designed 
are consideJed in the state of plastic collapse, the 
· I 
optimum for~ being determined for this state. 
I : 
! I 
3.4. Minimum Str•in Energy Design: The aim of the 
I , 
research in [this field is to find such a structure that 
I , 
under a giv~n ldad the state of strain or stresses is 
i i 
, I 
ordered in~ prescribed ~ay. The structure may be made 
~ I I ' 
of one or siveral materials working in a definite manner. 
The distrib~tion\ of the strain and the stress is restricted· 
. I I 
by manufactQring and working conditions. The minimum 
stra~n enerJy de~ign is based on the following assumptions: 
a. The strJin !i~ elastic. 
I I , 
I 
b. The loadi 
I 
I 
c. The form 
is prescribed. 
\ 
is absolutely known. 
i 
d. The for~ undergoes certain 
I 
restriction arising from 
I ! 
the work~ng c~nditions.;, 
The loa~ to be carried out by the structure is given 
. I 
definite forin. The structural weight depends on the 
may be taken into consideration with a considerable 
\ I accuracy. The desigh criterion 1 is the condition 
,..,·, 
rt~iformitf of the total unit strain energy or the unit 
due to shear for constant material volume. 
is equivalent to the condition of minimum 
\energy or the strain energy ~~e to shear for 
i ' 
material volume.' . This uniformity -concerns 
I 
1.. ' ' ' . 
pdinl df th~ structure at which it is possible, from 
1 . , \ . 1 .•. · · . . · . 







If the }nverse strain energy is assumed as a measure 
' I of the rigidity of the structure, this criterion is 
I I 
equival~nt tt the I maximum rigidity design~ 
The minimum strain energy design is a generaliza-
i ' 
of the uniform strength design, and ma~es it possible 
prqblems of more complicated state of stress. 
I 
us to determine the most convenient form in 
strength design gives no 
~olution; for instance, if there is no possi-
1 
se{ecting among all the lattices.of uniform 
strength a tJuss with least material volume\ The minimum 
I 
n e'nergy\ design with constant material volume indicates 
I 
I . 
unique m~nner 1 the best truss. The advantages of 
. . I I 
_ nimum_ strai~ design are: (a) It i~ possible to reduce 
the design;ofjstatically indeterminate str~ctures to 
I I . I . . . : 
that of ~tatitally determinate structures~ (b) It is· 
. I 
possible to r~duce the design problem for a moving load 
I . • 
to that tor aifixed load. (c)l It is possible to obtain 
I 
a number of SQlutions of design problems of plane and 
i .. . . 
three-dimensianal·trusses by analyzing the distribution 
. . ' . I 




_/ t~~ bars, 







·STRESS CONTROL METHOD FOR DESIGN OF 




· "The b1~st~c indeter~inate solution amounts to finding 
. I 
the stresses 1b:a.member consistent with the respective 
I .. I 
I . . . 
. -a~eas of th~ mimber: chosen and with no support movements. 
: The designe~ c~n assign both the area of a member and the 
'·:·;.· . . . I I ; 
'.. · · · I I · 
·• stresses in1 the member. Satisfaction of these conditions. ..; 
i I . 
· 'will normal).y then involve some support movements. These 
I ! :• . ' i . ' . . . 
·. support.movements n~ed only be considered at the time bf 
.. i I : I 
I , . 
constructio~. 1\This,procedure of design is de~ined as 
• 1 I . I 
I i . · i 
i "stress con;trol." Statically determinate structures can 
I ! . 
. I \ 
be designedj to \operate with any stress desir~d, since 
. I I I 
. I 
the structu~e is free to chang~ its conf~guration to 
\ 
correspond. · 
. ..._ I 
In general, however, the stress level and 
I 
hence the·• rairi level, cannot be set arbitrarily in the 
I , 
I I 
various por ion~ of a statically indeterminate structure 
I I 
. I 
since the various portions must fit together in a consistent 
. . I . : . 
mani;ier, so that ·'simultaneously both the equilibri'um and 
. . I . 
, I 
the deforma~ion\requirements for the structure are satisfied. 
I I 
It is, howerer, 1 possible to control the erection of an 










strain pattern is realized for one particular 
I 
cbndition. 
quoted abo~e, the structure can be designed to 
L ' ! 
16 
operate wiih ~ny desired . I . pattern of stress for one particu-
lar static :load condition by adjusting its configuration as 
I 
required through relative movemerts. When stress control is 
! ' t 
'i 
used to achie~e maximum economy the values of the redundant 
; I . 
should be ~uc~ thai it gives minimum volume of the material. 
I , 
The plastic design philosophy, however, offers the structure 
the opportunit1 to exercise its own stress control by intro-
1 
ducing pla~tic!defo~mations at its plastic hinges. 
i 
4.2. 
i : ' 
Norm~l and Stress Control Design P~oc~dure: 
In nor'mal 11design analysis procedure, t.he following 
I 
! 

















Design structure accounting for (a) maximum moment · 
I 
analysls ahd (b) assumed trial proportions. 
I I 
(5) · Calculate new trial proportions an'd repeat the proce-
~ure u~til minimum weight or volume is obtained. 
I . 
I . 
In stress control procedure, the following steps are 
I : 
I 1 · i ' . 
. normally fo}lowed: 
I 
I _,Y. 
(1)· Assume· that any necessary support movement can be 
. ' 
( 2) 
_' satisfted' in construction. 








(3) Assum any desired proportions. 
(4f Desig structure accounting for assumed moment and 
(5) 
. . (6) 
4.3;. 
Compute weight or volume • 
If weight.or volume is minimum,design is satisfactory 
and c~mpute nec~ssary support movement. 
Structural Actions: 
Stress control study indicates the trend and just 
i ! 
say how goo the assumptions are. In investigating, the 
study .. leads! to recognized two distinct types of action of 
· structures !termed as :"Normal'' and "Hybrid" action, which 
are defined ~J follows.-
4.3.a~ Norral Action: 
If the design moments, shears and thrust do not vary 
17 
,; 
signi·f.i_cantt'· y w. i th ch1a. nges in sizes of design sections, 
the behavio i~! called normal. The convergehce of a struc- 1 
I I· 
. ' I '· 
ttlre on a ft~a1\ desig~ with desirable stress! characteristi~ 
is fapid wi ~out chan~e~in configuration: I~ a set of moment 
. I 
is assumed n the range, whicl\ is termed'as "normal range,u 
; . . \ -.. . 
ibntproportioned according'to these assumptions ·and the sec 
: I 
an elastic nalfsis will yield the originally assumed value 
:i 
· · · of moments. 
4.3.b. Hyb id Action: 
For anJ st•ticaliy indeterminate structure for which 
direc~ desiln' iJ not ~btain~ble successive approximation 
' I 
I , I . . . 
. leads to th1 mo~t eco:omical _design which wi~l be statically 




hybrid actirn· Minimum volume is obtained when the structure 
changes i tsl configuration. The convergellce of a structure 
on a final resign with desirable stress characteristic is 
slow, and ilf ,small change in design section changes the 
design mome~ts, sheai and thrust appreciably, the behavior 
is termed als "hybrid.!" Structures characterized by hybrid 
action are ~iff~cult to design and are often inefficient in 
any case. ~tudy o~ them is made difficult by the inadequacy 
of traditioba1 bethods. 
4.4. Concllsion Regarding Normal and Hybrid Action when 
I 
Desig~ed for Immovable Static Loads: 
The ef~ect; of normal and hybrid action ,for the structures 
I . : 
designed fo~ immovable static loads are as follows: 
(1) For ev~ry ~tatically indeterminate structure, there 
I t , 
is a s~ati6ally determinate version which, if designed 
: i 
· by i ts~lf ,· and for .. the .volume used, min,' imum deflect ion. 
I : , , 
(2) - For so~e structures under some loadings, a normal 
range ~xisls through which identical minimum volumes 
of mat~ria~s and identical deflections are obtained. 
\, 
\ 1· 
I ] "~ \ 
. (3) Throug1h t 1h~ normal range, direct design is possible 
witho~t resorting to stress control. 
I 
( 4), For an!y statically indeterminate structure for- which 
I I 
I I 
a dire!ct design is not obtainable, successive 
:, . I .. · , 
appro~imat~on leads to the most economical design 
, I I 
which -ill be statically determinate, if. the original 
I I 
layouJ and loading involve hybrid abtion. 
'I 
( 5) Apparen;t ly, from 'the standpoint of strength and 
stiffnJss, there is no theoretical economy achieved 
by u$iJg staticaliy in~eterminate structures for 
I i 
static load systems. 
Hybrid ~trurtures' may be designed in many ways. In 
orde-r that a:nalySis may guide to design, it should precede 
design so tJat the designer may see in what ways the 
structure c~n ack. Then, in a quite literal sense, he 
I I 



















SEVERAL EXAMPLES SOLVED BY· 
STRESS CONTROL PROCEDURE 
two\span continuous beam as shown below, over 
A, f' and C, with left span and right'span equal 
'-0" an~ .20 '..:.0 11 and uniformly distributed load of 1. 2 
to\be d~signed by both elastic and stress control 
and to compare the results. 
1 ·· ' 
! 
! 
w == 1.2 K/ft 
·i1 I r J Ii i I 
\ 
·I 
IL I I 
I 
I 40' -0" ! 
i I J ! zl 2S. 
® IR © 
.. 1 20' -o" .. J .. 
i 
i. ~ig. 5.1 Two Spati Continuous Beam 
I 
I , I 
i . 
Assume moment of inertia of left and right span equal 
I 
I 
to IL and: 1 IR·I 
I 





(1) Fixed end moments: 
! 
WL2 , I I ' B.A ... FEMBA Fixed end moment at B in span - + ,r I. 











~ = - 1 •2 8 202 0 -60.0 k ft. 
I 
(iij ~tiffness: factors (K's): 
! I 






= . L 
40 
I 
~BC~ modified stiffness due to pinned end at C 
I I 




·,(ii~) · rstribution factors (DF • s): 
. 
, ·.r· Kl3 = sum.mat ion of stiffnesses at joint B 













== 3Eii.; 3EIR 
,o+,o 
== ----









Carry over factors (COF's): 
I 
For both spans COF's are zero. 
! I . 
Mo~ent distribution procedure: I . 

















-180 ( R ) 
I +; 21 
·L R 









I: I j 
! i 
moment at the center 
~ 
. = 1 1bending 
I 
M = bending moment at support. 




simple BM at 1. 2 = center in span AB 
I 
simple.BM at 1.2 = center'in span BC 
I 
! 
I . I 
~40.0 1 L-:~40 180 M' = - . "2' L ! 
I = 30 ·r 4 ,+ 3 (I I~ 2IR 




I . [ 4. 6'o IL J 
... 3 (IL + 2IR ~ 
x 40 2 
8 













60 - l . r· 60 + 180 ( 21R )1 ~ IL + 21R ~ 
I i I !, 





left span AB. 















of IL and IR: 
>> IR ; Ia/IL -+-; 0 
24 
Il << IR • IL/IR-,.. 0 I 
values of ML, MB' and Ma for all three cases 






F~g. 5. 3 • . I . Bending Moment Diagrams 
(Extreme Cases) 
Equ'a ting ML and MB the ratio of IL/IR = 1. 6 is 
I 
obtained. 
governs the .left span when IL/IR > 
I 





governs the right span for all the cases. 
I ' 
• ! ' 
Min~mum volume condition: 
240 
I 
. The v~lue of IL/IR shall be obtained such that 
t.lie\minimum volume and hence minimum weight ca,n be. 
•· : . ·1 : 













... 10.0 \ 195 -90 
\ 
4.0 180 -120 




















150 -180 -30 
145.8 -188.4 -34 
20xl80+40xl80 
= 10800 
· 188. 4x60 
= 0 11310 
In thJ above table minimum volume is obtained 
whe~ IL/~R equals,one. It is assumed that volume 
i I ' I 
is ~irectly proportional to moment! and it is rela-
i 
tivJ compaiison. This type of behavior of a 
. i \ : 
I I 
'structure is called Normal action~• 




55 section is provided, thereby total 
I 1 
1eigft is; 3300 lbs. 
Stres~ control procedure: 
I . . 










is a variable parameter. Its value is to be found 
I : I . 


























Tihe equations shown below are as per para. 5 
i. 




M inimum volume condition: 
I 
c pmpute Compute Volume Volume Total 




100 9600 1200 10800 
. \ 
\ 
235 55 9400 1100 ' 10500 





I . 225 '45 I ;9000·. 900 9900 
., 








I i .. 






10 .... 7600 2000 9600 
:! I 
1801 0 7200 2400 9600 
I 
170.' -10 6800 2800 9600 ... 
! 
160 -20 6400 3200 9600 
' ' 
' 
J155.\ -25 6800 3400 10200 







It· can be seen that constant volume for the 
I 'i 
values of MB equals 40.0 to 160 K ft. However, 
Mt equals to 40 K ft. gives the minimum weight. 
H nee design moment for left span and right span 
' . 
, ' 
i taken as 220.0 and 40.0 K ft. respectively. 
i 
W,en MB= 40.0, IL/IR equals 5.5. 
A 21 W ;55· and 14 B 11~2 are selected for left 
add right span as·suming A 36 steel. · Once again 
I : . 
this beams were checked elastically by moment . I : . 
dfstr~bution and found that support moment is equal 
tJ 96. 0 K ft'.. against 40. 0 K ft.' obtained above. by 
sJ~es~ contr~l procedure. Therefore balance of 
: 
! 
56 K ft. of moment will be adjusted through relati•e· 
dl'lspla~ement of support. 
Thel total weight of the structure works out to . I 
b, 2~4t lbs, 
(c) Compar1·1so~ ?f the results: 
I The co~p,rison:is shown below for both the methods 
· \ graphi9a11y A saving i°i. weight of 756 lbs. was 
\ J . I ' 
.··. achiev Id by :adopting· stress control pro~E!dU re, i.e.' 
about ~3% saving in weight of structure, thereby result-
~ng in l~n eJonomical solution. · 










Fig •. 5. 4. 
Stress Control 







I1/IR = 1. 0 
controls 
20 
. Parameter· ~ (Kft) 
\ 




A Knee frame: A knee frame ABC, shown below, having 
.. <. . •. .···.I 
· ..•.•. beam AB. equall to 20' and column BC equal to 20 '-P". A load . 
. /~f:::-i~.2 Kff~) J~ applied. on beam AB. To find optimum solution.\ 
. . . •! .·'.' 
.i ! . 
!·. 
' 1 




. I' . 
! .1 ·,\ .. 




. i-'._··: .·. 
·!. 
. w ·== 1.2 K/ft 
· 1 . 
20'. 
20' ·I 
• · Fi:g •. 5. 5. A. Knee Frame 
..... ,' 
29 
~ssume mo~ent of inertia of beam AB and column BC equal to IB 
\ 
I 
and le respecti velr. Moment distribution procedure is followed·· 
to analyze the frame. 
; 
(i) Fixed end moments: 
; 
Fixed! end moment at B = FEM_A = + WL2 ,1.2 x 202 . 





I Stiffne~s factors (K8 ): 
i 
KBA = mod!ified stiffness due to pinned end A 
3EI 1 • 3EI 
B · B 
= ,:;-- = ,0-
~C =!modified stiffness 
I 
3EI c = ,u-· 




(iii)· . Dis ribution factors (DF 8) 
;I: Ks = .s~mmation of s~iffnesses at jo+t B 
··: 
! I \ 
. ,.\. ":" 1:"2"o ,er· \ \ , ·1· ~EIB + 3EIC 




IB =----l:: KB,. 3EIB 3EIC 
,u-- + ,-0-
IB + IC 
Distribution factor at·B for span BC 
~c -= 
:: . , . 
. :, 
. I I 







(iv) Carry over fac~ors (COFS): 
For both beam and column COF8 are zero. 
(v) Moment distribution procedure: " 
BA I Joint B 
KS 3EI B 3EIC 
20 20 
DFS 
·I' . IC B 
IB + IC IB + IC 




) -60 <1 <1 + Ic B B 
IC 
+ 
,Final 60 60! 
IC 
<1 + ) -60 
. IC 





Ic ! ' I B Br 
! 
, I 


















= brndi~g moment at center of beam AB. 
= bending moment at B for span BA and BC. 
----- = 
: :P:: _ 21:.x 60 le 
8 







M = 60 ( ' C ) · B ~ IB + I " 
(vi). Extret p~ssibi1°ities~ 
I , I 
There· arF three possible extreme cases· with the 
relati~n ~f: 18 and le: \ 
(1) I~ .>{ . lei lc/IB-+- 0 
I \ ! 
(2) lB = le 
I \· . I 
ca> 14 <~ Ie 18/Ie - o i 
1 ~he va,·~es ,1f Mz,, Ila for all three caseS are sbown 
below. . · \ . 
























ML govE;rns ;the beam AB when IB/Ic '> 2 . 
. I 1 
MB governs ,the beam AB when IB/lc < '2" • 
. . I 
I I Ma governs ~he column BC for all cases. 
(vii) MiniJum volume condition: 
I ; : . 
The 1value of IB/lc shall be obtained such that the 
I . . 
minimu~ v6ltime is obtained. 
I 
Asstjme m1mber BC is governed by bending moment only. 
I 
Effect jof direct force is neglected and volume is directly 
I 
proportional to moment. 
! I I . 
Trial 
IB/IC ML MB No. Total Volume 
1/2 40. 40 40x20+2x40x201 = 2400 1.0 
45 30 45x20+45x20 = 1800 1. 5 
48 24 48x20+2/3x48x20 = 1600 2.0 
· .. \ 
50 20 50x20+1/2x50x20 = 1500 2.5 
51.6 17.2 1 51.6x20~x20x51.6 = 1440 3.0 
3.0 52 .. 5 15.0 52.5x20+1/3x52.5x20 = 1400 3.5 
60.0 0 60 x 20 = 1200 
: 
33 
From above study it can be seen that minimum volume 
I 
is ob~ained when structure changes its configuration. 
i i. 
This behavior is termed as Hybrid behavior of structure. 
I I 
5.3. Single Spari Portal Frame With Hinged Base: 
A.porJal frame with pinned base is shown having a span 
I I 
of 60 '!-0" an!d hei:ght of 20 '-0". Assuming constant EI for the 
I '. 
whole frame ~o find the optimum solution. The frame has 
I 
I 








~ 601 '1-0" I I Ii,....__.;,.--__;;::..;::..__;::;..__.;. __ ~~: 
Fig~ 5.8 
. : I 
· Procedur:e: 
·. I 
A Portal Frame (Hinged Base 
' \ 
20' 
Stres's control procedure is adopted to find the . 
solution. Horizontal force in the frame at A and 
. i I 
D as~um~d as variable parameter and the equations 
I i 
Of t6taJ volume of materials in terms of horizontal 
. I 
force Hlare formed and plotted for volume for different 
, I 
. . I 
valu-s of H, .and minimum volume is achieved for a 
! i i 


















Figt 5.9. Basic Structure and Redundant H 
V - V rti~al reaction at A and B due to applied load, 
H - Hiriz~ntal reaction at A and D due to applied load. 
VT - total volu~e of ~aterial for the structure. 
. I . I : ,' 
V.T and V.T1 - Vqlume o~ material for the structure 
1 t 2 . . . I 
fo, alternative (1) and (2). !." I I. 
' I ' ' I . I 
Assum~ volume is directly proportionaV to mome~t •. 
I I . . 
\ simplJ ijM. I 
in.sp~n Bq == 
\ 




8 == 450 K ft. 
\ 
,· I 
~· = {450 
Bending Moment Diagram 
VT = ~ x 2.0 x M1. + 60(M1 or ML) 




~oment at center of span BC·~ (450 - 20H) 





1200H = 2000H (1) 
27000 - 1200H = 27000 - 400H (2) 
I i, : 
I I I 
~ VT VT I \ I 1 2 .' ' I ' "',,, 
I 
I p 0 27000 
I --I 
I I 






I 20000 .23000 
I , 
15 i 30000 21000 



















. I I 
36 
H i:: ll.25K 
5 10 15 
Parameter H (K) 
Fig. 5.11. Volume of Structure against Value of Parameter-H 
i 
(iii) Desigh: 
I The valµe of H = 11.25 K results in minimum volume. 
I 
• Moment Mt at haunch = 20 x 11. 25 = 225. 0 K ft. 
i I 
Assumink A 36 · steel, select 21 'vf 55 section. 
i I • 
I • 55 x 100 .• Tot~l weight= 2000 = 2.77 tons~ 
Checking the provision by elastic analysis by using 
sirain energy principals,, the 
• I . .. 
value of H works out 
_o be e~ual to 12.25 Kand M1 
I 
= 245.0 K ft. and 21 'vf 62 
sebtionlis required giving thereby 3~1 tons of weight. 
1 To balance the moment of 20.0 K ft. support adjust-
! 
. is 1required by 1. 49" pulling outwards. Thus 
I . 
about ld%-;aving in weight of the str~cture is obtained. 
Sfngle \span Gable Frame With Hinged Base: 
I ... · I 
singl~ span pinned base gable frame as shown of 
37 
111 I _911 68 I -611 , Span and C01Umn height 
height with ~50 lbs/ft •. of load to 
I I 
control to abhieve optimum solution. I . 
and 4'-6" gable 
be designed by stress 
I 
I 






















A Gable Frame (Hinged Base) 
The value of variable parameter H, (horizontal force 
at A and IE) is found such\ that /~~-'result with minimum 
I 
volume. l 
(ii) · llin/mum \volume condition: 












' I ;. 
68'-6" 
' I I ' 
~ig. \s.121 Basic Structure and Redundant H 
11'-9" 
V - Vertib~l r,action at A and E due t6 applied load. 
I \ 





V,T = 'rotai volume of material for the structure •. 
i I 
i \ 
V,T and V,T \ - volume of ,material for the structure 
1 · 2: 
I . ; 
for alternative (1) and (2). 
I I . .. . 
simp1el BM\= 0.450x 68.52 = 264 0 K ft 
in.BD1.· I' , 8. • • 
I , ' 
' . j > : 
\V,T = 2: x 11. 75 :M1 + 68. 5 (M1 or· MT.) 
. I : J.J 
M1 = m'oment at haunch B or D = 11. 75 H 
i I . I : 
I . 
ML = m1omen~ at ,center of span BD = (264 - 16. 25H) 
I i ! 
VTl - i x ~L75, x ll.75H + 68.5 x 11.75H 
= :276H + 806H = 1082H (i) 
VT = ~76Hi+ 68.6(264 - 16.25H)= 18100 - 836H (ii) 











H: VT • V, 
1 T2 
i 0 0 18100 I 
! 
I 5 54100 13920 I 
! 
10 ' 18020 9740 
'. 
15000 
- I. rn .µ 
·~ c: 





I 0, >. I I 
,-,l 
! = .I,,) i5000 
'0 
= 9.46 K 
.. E-1 
.. i 
5 10 15 
\ 
\ ~arameter H (K) 




Value of H -·9.46 K results in minimum volume. 
• ·~ Mo ~nt M1 at haunch= 9.46 x 11.75 • 110.0 K ft. 
Using ( ~~ stee; provide 16 ~ 36 giving total 
weightr·of 1.66 tons. . 
Now! the f:rame is analyzed on elastic procedure· by 
I 
I I . . 
princ.lal of stiai~ .... energy gives the value of H ., ll,75K 
\ 
I 
and mo~ent = 138.0 K ft~ 
I 
The[ difference in moment= 27 K ft. shall be 
adjustr· throug~ relative displa,cement of support by 
4. 94w pulling outwards, thus saving about 20% in 
we~ghtl 
I 
5.5. Cantitevef truss: __ 
To fini ;
1
t~~ optimum design for the cantilevered trusf.?. 
shown. , 
300k 0. 6X) B 
+ 












9' +tension= compression 
\ 
, X - Redundant force in bar AC (K) 
·- ·' 
:Fig. 5.15. Cantilever Truss. 
The fra e iS internally statically indeterminate to 
. I I · 
one degree ard 
1
h~nce for.ce in AC is assum.ed as redundant 
and its valuLe ~o\be foQnd in such a way so as to result in. 
I . I I 
L-- , I- : 
minimum volu ei Assume that all the members are fully 
1. i 
I I 






compression land it ens ion is 14 and 18 Ksi respectively. 









' I ........ ·1 
'I ........ 
.............. i 
A....._ • ':"""-.. •• 
I ......... . 1, 
5000 
....... 
• ! ........ 
CD ................ '-.. . 
'.. [............. ........ . 
l. . ............ ....... 
.:·· i ................ , 


















·1 Parameter X(K) / 
BC 
AB 
S~~le.:•\. Ba~ volrime, Truss volume: . Force X 
l" ·= 2500 cu in 1" = 5000 ,cu in l" = 250K 
\ 
Volum~ of Truss and Bars Against Value 
of Variable Force X 
' ·, 
41 




Range,· and th'e action of the structure is known as Normal Action. 
. . .. ,... . , . I .. 
• . I ' I . 
· .. For I valuis of redundant selected within Norma.I Range,· 
·. di.r~ct d~s~gn: is ·possibie without using stress control. 
. . ! I ' ; l .. · 







TABLE SHOWING DIFFERENT VALUES OF x - Afil~oLUME OF 
;;_,_. ., ..... ·. . ., ~: -
/ - ----- . . ... _ - - -- --- -r:: , :''"" 
~ink -500 -100 0.0 +100 +200 · +300 +400 +500 550-- -
AB Force K 600 -- --- 360 -300 ---- - -- 240 180 · ·· 120 60 0.0 -30 
108!L'------ Area sq in -33.4 -- ----~u.o ---- 16.7 13.3 10.0 6.7 , 3.3 u.u 2.2 
long VOJ.Ume cu in 36UU 2lt>U HSUU 1410 ____ lts_lJ~-- .. --- 7~U- -- 360-- - .. 0 .u -- -~3u-
· nc---- Force _K _________ - 800 --- 480 -- --400 320 240 160 80 o.o -40 
144" Area sq in 44. 5 26. 7 22. 2 17 • 8 13. 4 8. 9 4. 5 u. O ___ 2 ,_ 9 __ _ 
long Volume cu in 6400 _ _3840 3~uo -2560 - - 19~u 12tsu 640 o.o 410 
CD Force K 300 60 0.0 -60 -120 -180 -240 -300 -330 
108'' Area sa in 16. 6 3. 3 0. 0 4. 3 8. 6 12. 8 17. 2 21. 5 23. 6 
long Volume cu fn 1800 360 0.0 460 925. 1380 1850 2310 2540 
DA Force K 400 80 0.0 -80 -160 -240 -320 -400 -4~0 
144" Area sq in 22.2 4.4 _ 0.0 5.7 11.4 17.2 22.9 28.6 31.5 
lorig VoJ.ume cu in 32uo .. 640 o. o 8~u .1645 ~470 3290 4J.20 4b2U 
AC Force K -500 -100 0. 0 , 100 -· - 200 - -300 400 500 550 
180" Area sq in 358 7.1 O.o 5.6 11.1 16.7 22.1 27.8 30.6 
long Volume cu in 6430 1280 0. 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 5500 
BD Force K -1000 _ -600 -500 -400 -300 -200 -100 0.0 +50 
180" Area Sq in 71. 5 42. 8 35. 7 28. 6 21. 4 14. 3 7. 5 o. o 2. 8 
long Volume cu in 12850 7720 6430 5150 38ou _ 2580 . 1290 O.o -- 500 
- -· ./· 
Total -- - --- · · ---- ---






If Xis select~d within this range and the areas are determined 
to satisfy ~he'desired stress than the two sides of cut in 
i 
I 
the redunda~t ~atch perfectly and no adjustment is required 
i 
I ·. 




1 in 1lthe diagonal is obtained. 
I . I · 
· When XI= d the truss is reduced to statically determiriate 
I 
truss compo~ed bf AB, BC and BD. When X = 500, the structure'is 













assume E = 
· tension as 
400K 












---.-~~~ ..... ~~~ ...... ~~(S) 
- 0.6 X 
-=I + tension, - compression X - Redundant force in bar AC (K) 1 





ksi'and allowable stress in compression and 
18 ksi respectively. Stability effect is 
I 
neilected an'd all j oirits are assumed as pin connected. 
one 
i 
The ftame'is internally statically indeterminate to 
degreeJ Assumed bar AC as redundant. 
AB 
A •• 
' i ·BC'-. 
10000 
Min •. vol 
= 8230 . 
CD '-,l...._ .. . . ,. 
























CD .. _.,,,,, 




·scale~ Bar volume, . Truss volume Force X 






Volume of Truss and Bars Against . \ . . 
Value of Var'iablel'Force X 
'··· ............ , 
44 
From tte 1gtaph below, it is seen that minimum volume 
for the,tru ~ i~ obtained when X = o. In other words, the 
minimum vo·+~e is obtained when the truss is reduced to the 
two bar staf ically de:terminate truss formed· by AB and BD. 




t~~s with equal force 
I I 








TABLE SHOWING DIFFERENT VALUES OF X - AND VOLUME OF BARS AND TRUSS 
~ ,_ -500 -100 0 +100 +200 +300 +400 
AB Force K 600 360 300 240 180 120 60 -
108" Area sq in 33.4 20.0 16.7 13.3 10.0 6.7 3.3 
long Volume cu in 3600 2160 1800 1440 1080 -720 360 
BC Force K 400 80 0.0 -80 -160 -240 -320 
144" Area sq in 22.2 4.4 0.0 5.7 11. 4 17.:2 :2:l. ~ 
long Volume cu 1n 3200 040 o.o 820 1045 2470 32~0 
--- . -----
CD Force K 300 60 o.o -60 -120 -180 -240 
108" Area sq 1n 16.6 3.3 o.o 4.3 8.6 12.8 17.2 
long Volume cu in 1800 360 o.o 460 925 1380 1850 
DA · Force K 400 80 - 0.0 -80 -160 -240 -320 
144" Area sq 1n 22.2 4.4 o.u 5.7 11.4 17.2 22.~ 
long Volume cu in 3200 640 o.u 820 1645 2470 3290 
AC Force K -500 -100 0.0 100 200 300 400 
180" Area sq 1n 35.8 7.1 · 0. 0 5.6 11.1 16.7 22.1 
long Volume cu 1n 6430 1280 o.u 1000 ~uoo 3000 4000 
BD Force K -1000 -600 -500 -400 -300 -200 -100 
180" Area sq in 71.5 42.8 35.7 28.6 21.4 14.3 7.5 
long Volume cu in 12850 7720 6430 5150 3860 2580 1290 
Total - ----
Volume cu.· in. 31080 12800 8230 9690 11155 12620 14080 
~ 
+500 










































6., = l: F • F . L : 
. 1 X R' 
F1 - Force :in members due to X = 1. 
I 
F - Force iri me~bers when X • 250. 
. I 
L.- Length bf b-rs 
. . I I 
A - Area of· bars. 
E - Modulus of Elasticity 
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The.ab!v~ Oalcul~tion shows that the two ~ides of the~ 
. I 
cut of bar 4c have come together by 0.12~8 inches. If, 
however, meJber.· AC has been made O. 1228 inches too short, 
. . I •.• I 
_ the
1
two sid1s of the cut would fit together perfectly. , 







were made O 1228 inches too short and all other members 
were made p rfectly, then during construction AC could be 
forced into;place. This would create a prestressed condition 
I 
in the t!us~ such that, when the 400 Kip load was applied, 
the desiredlstr~ss COfidition would be obtained exactly. 
5.7. Two Span Pinned Base Continuous Gable Frame: 
I 
. I 
To design two bay pinned end continuous gable frame as 
. I 











20 I 1!0 I 10' 20 I 0' 0' 20 I 0' 20 I 
81o I i 80 I 
rig. 5.1~ 1 rwo Span Continuous Gable Frame (Pinned End) 
The fra~e i~ symmetrical with symmetrical loading and 
therefore th~re will not be any momeni 1bn central column and 
that joint HI will not be rotated. 
' ' 
As the ~ymmetry iij ~vailable for both structure and 
loading its kdva~tage is taken in selecting the variable 
parameters. IMomtnt at Band His assumed.same, 
,_ Summatif' n ~~ moment at H 
Z. MH = -80yt + 20H + 3200 MB= 20H 
i \, I 
0' 
• • 





40K, where Vis vertical reaction at A and P 
His horizontal reaction at A" 
and P 
MB is moment at B. 
Assume constant cross section throughout and volume is 
directly pro!ortional to moment. Only half of the structure 
I . . . 
is considered in developing equations for volume with respect 
! 
I 
to variable parameter 
I 
VT = total vo
1
: lume 
' = 20MB + 80 (MB or 
I 
I 
= moment 1t D 
I 
= -35H + 30V - 400 
horizont~l force Hand compared 
-35H + 1200 - 400 = ;:;_35H + 800 
\ 
I 
VT = 20 x 20H + 80 (20H 1 Or 800 35H). 
I ! 
and VT are total volume for alternative possibilities. 
_ 2 I I, 
20 x 21H + 80 x 20H VT = 
1 
2000H I 
I ', . 
400H + 180 1 (~00 - 35H) 






=\ 64000 _I 2400H 
I 
(2) 
I H VT VT 
I 
' 1 2 
b o.o 64000 
5 10,000 52000 
10 20,000 40000 
20 40,000 16000 











10 20 . 30 
Parameter H (K) 
Fig. 5.20. Volume of Structure Against Parameter H 
' \ 
14.J K. 
= 14.6 x 20 = 292.0 Kft • 
. Using A 36 steel, select 24 'vf 68 
II I i ' ' ' 
,vThe same problem is solved on elastic analysis by 
. strain energy\. The v.alue of H is found to, be 18. 82 K,. 
I 
37r.45 K ft. ind se~tion 27 'vf 94, hence the 
·.~ . in\ mome~t of 84.45 K ft. which is to be a~justed 
i .. , ,: j i I : 
. ·.·. , I . 
. dtirifig cbnstrµction by relative displacement of support. 
I . 
The same]problem is solved on plastic analysis.by 
.·· . . . . . I . 
mechattism met~od afid the value of H works 6ut to be 26.9 
' i 
K considering I load factor of 1.85 and moment is 538 K ft. 
Section required for this moment is 24 "If 76. 
I 
Thu~ it is seen that stress control solution is very 
! 
near to plastiJ,c analysi.s .. and· time and labor can be saved 
:, \ • c 
' ' ' i 
in simple' prol:),lems .: 
I . I I . 
i I 
• I 
' . ,. 
:\ 
. CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Although design rather than analysis is the real 
··.·· probl•m in 1 machine~ and structures, far more research effort 
is spent on aJalysis. · The reason is primarily the specific 
' I 
! I 
. I I ' ' 
nature of ~he rroblem posed and the greater possibility of 
i 
obtaining: an u!nambi'.guous solution. 
i I I . 
. . : , I 
Many forw~rd s'teps have been taken toward the highly 
: i ' -
desired goil ot direct design of structures as contrasted 
' I 
I 
· with usual propedure of an informed guess followed by analysis. 
i 
The ~ompleiity\of e~astic analysis is so great that it is 
I 
not surprising\to find desi~n based on arbitrary rules 
I 
.despite more efforts to develop scientific procedures. 
· 1 The aJ.sumJtionEi; of perfect plasticity opens the possi.;. 
I i . . : 
bility of direct de.ign in the\strict sense in comparison 
. I , : 
with ~he p)eliminary guess and repeat~~ analysis without. 
; ' 
confirming the best solution. The form of a structural 
member is Jhe Jesuit of a compromise bet~een the material 
I ' , 
cost and tJe wo1rking cost. The form of minimum volume, even 
if not direlctly-·:appl
1
icabie' may' constitute a criterion for . 
the •v~lu~t~on' of other solutions, and gives important 
indicationJ c6n~e~ning the form of the member designed. 
I I I 
i 
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I With the belp :of computers, more and more variables are i I : . 
considered :by ~he d~fferent authors and procedures are given 
' I : 
to find a~'.optimum ~olution. These are listed in the 
. I 
. I I 
Bibliography. 1 1 
' , I I i I I . 
Stress cohtrol' procedure is followed in this report to 
r I · i i I 
solve several ~xamples. The procedure of selecting unknown 
redundants and\deveioping equations of the volume with unknown 
parameters landiafte~ plotting for various values of parameter 
minimum voju,e ;can ~e found. The method is quick and saves 
time in cal1culation · in comparison to convent.ional elastic 
I . 
procedure. I The method is applied for simple structures but 
it can be e'xte~ded to more complicated struc.tures with 
I I . \ 
the use ofi computers to solve equations .• 
Plasti~ me~hod~ are now of more use to solve complicated 
i 
struct~es ~esulting in minimum weight. The
1
development of •. 
practice folr pl~stic design 'may permit multi7story structures .1 
• I , 
The plastic design philosophy., however, offers the structure 
I I ; 






plastic deformations at its plastic hinges.· 
. !I i i ~' .. ~) 
., 
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(May, 1955) , pp. 168-17 5 and 548. 
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I 
Kosko, E. '1Effect of local modification in redundant 
structdres •. '' Journal Inst. of the Aeroriautical Sciences, 
Vol. 21, Nl. 3 (March 1954), pp. 206-207. 
Krishnan, s.1·, and K. Y. Shetj;y. "Methods in optimum structural design for compression elements." Journal Aero Soc 
India, ]Vol.' 11 (M~y, 1959) , pp. 23-29. 
Laushey, L. M. /'Direct design of optimum indeterminate 
truss." Journal of the Structural Division, Proceedings 
of the ~merican Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 84, 
Part 21(December,· 19ss), pp. 1867-l-35. 
A method is proposed for the direct design of 
indete~minale truss. Analysis of trial structure is 
avoide~. T~e direct design method concentrates on 
design,! not· on the mathematical analysis of a trial 
structulre. 1 The principle of potential work is introduced 
to obtaiin the maximum compatible stresses for the bars. 
Redundints are selected to yield the minimum weight of 
truss. i The !final bar areas follow directly by dividing 
the for!ces in static equilibrium by the stresses satisfy-
ing con!tinuity. The relative weights of alternative 
structu~es ~nd the optimum structure are revealed by 
the dir~ct design method. The stresses in a statically 
determiµate structure depend only on the loading and 
. geometrical ponfiguration and can be computed before 
the proportioning of the sections. A statically 
indeter~inat~ structure on the contraryicannot be 
analyze~ except on the basis of a fully proportioned 
structu~e, since the stresses are controlled by the 
elastici distortions and these, in turn, by the distribu-
tion of material. The design of such structure is a 
I cut and, try process. The method has been illustrated 
with examples. 
Live,sley, R. \ K. "The automatic design' of structural 
· · · ··frames.'' Quarterly Journal of Mechanics and Applied 
,Mathematics, Vol. 9 (1956), pp. 257-!nS. 
This paper considers the problem of finding the 
ghtes~ structural frame of given geometrical form which 
.,~,,,,, • .i:,r •. ; ... 11 support a given set of loads. Following the 
development of a geometrical analogue and an iterativ~ 
method df solution, an analyt:ical .technique is presented 
which gives an exact solution in ~ny particular numerical 
case. ·I\n determining the l{ghtest possible frame capable 
of .carriing given loads theory of pla~tic collapse is 
use'd. T1he method is very suitable for use on an electronic· 
comruter\. . Th~ author has also discussed the method and 
. 1 . 
I 
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the he~p o1f computers to solve the problem in detai 1. 
' 
Michalos, J. Theory of Structural Analysis and Design. New 
. York: , Ronald Press Company, 1958. 
I 
Micks, W.R. B1bliography of Literature on Optimum Design of 
Structures and Related Topics. California: The Rand 
Corpor~tion, 1958. 
. I 
The well-arranged list of the literature on the 
subject is useful for the reference~ 
I . . 
"Minimum weight;design of structural frames." Proc. Royal 
Aeronaut .· Soc. Vol. 223 ( 1954) , pp. 482-494. 
I 
' Moses, Fred. "Optimum structural design using linear 
programming." Journal of the Structural Division, 
The American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 90 
(December, 1964), pp. 89-104. 
I .. 
Al systematic approach is presented for finding 
optimu~ (lightest or cheapest) design for a wide class 
of elastic structures. The cutting plane method for 
non-linear operations research problems is used, and 
the optimization of a structural design can thus be 
transf&rmed into a series of linear programming problems. 
Soluti~ns are obtained by simplex method thereby making· 
availa~le an efficient and rapid alogrithm for finding 
optimum designs. An efficient and rapid procedure for 
• I 
optimiiing structural designs, with particular reference 
to contentional elastic structure is presented. It is 
assumed that basic confi~uration of the structure has 
, been c,osen and the size of the individual members must 
I 
be foutd~ . 
Mroz, Z. OJJ. a problem of minimum weight design. Brown 
University, 1960, and Qua~t. Appl. Ma th. , .Vol. 19, 1961, 
'..pp. 127-135. 
! 
Norris, C.H., and J.B. Wilbur. Elementary Structural 
Analys~s. ,New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960, p. 539. 
I • . 
The author suggests the method .of stress control 
for iri~eterminate structures and its application with· 
· severa~ examples~ He lists the effect of Normal and . 
Hybrid 'action for the structures and states further that 
every ~tatically indeterminate structure there is a 
staticJ11y determinate version which, if designed by 
itself ,I will have the minimum volume of material and 
for th~
1 
volume used, minimum deflection. 




of Aer nautics, ;Great Britain, Notes No. 73, January, 
1958. I : . . _ 
O'Connell, ~· .F. "A digital method for redundant structural 
anslys~s." Journal of Aerospace Sciences, Vol. 29 
.<Dece:1::~1:::2::t::~ ::1:::::::ral analysis is developed 
using ~quivalent eledtrical circuit analogies in the sys-
temiza~ion of the original computer program. This 
method lis shown to possess particular advantages in the 
analys~s of redundant structural systems, in that the 
redundancies need not be determined in ord~r to form a. 
statica:lly determiri'ate system. The·method is completely 
independent of such redundancies. In addition, all of 
the pr~cedures except the development of the equivalent 
electrr\cal 'analogy may be carried out in a simple, routine 
manner with very little prior experience in the method. · 
Parcel and Jooreman.· Analysis of Static~lly Indeterminate 
Structulres. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1955, 
• p. 333.~ 
Pearson, C. 0St:ructural design by high speed computing 
machine • "·. Proceedings 1st National Conference on /. 
· · Electroeic.Computation, Structural Division ASCE, 
· Kansas pity, Mo., 1958, pp. 417-436. · 
Prager, _W. l'~inim':1m weight ~esig1;1 ?f. a portal frame." 
ASCE Engineering Mechanics Division Journal, Vol. 82 
(1956),lp. 1073-1-10. 
. In, ihiS pape~, the weight per unit length of a 
structutaI member has been assumed to be proportional 
to its iulli plastic moment. The present paper is . 
! concern d with the minimum weight of a structural member 
is prop rtional to t.he o< th power of its fully plastic 
'-mo~ent.1 The positive expo'nent. o<,being smaller ~han 
unity. For o( = 2/3, a chart is developed that gives 
at a gldnce, the minimum weight design for various · 
geometr~es and loading ~onditions of portal frame. 
The method is restricted to frames that consist of 
·st~aighi prismatic members subjected to concentraied 
load only. i i . 
Prager,·W., Jnd J. Heyman. "Automatic minimum weight-design 
of stee~ fr~mes.". Franklin Institute Journal, Vol. 266 
{November, ls958) , 'pp. 339-364. . · 
! I .. 
· Th automatic 1 plastic design of structural frames 
can be reat~d by the method of linear programming. The 
. number f ja~iables, however, increases so fast with · 
·I . . 
\ 
\ 
with the ~omplexity of the frame that only simple 
frames cari be handled by this method even on a large 
electronic computef. In the present paper a method 
is proeosed which considers alternately two different 
requirements that a frame must satisfy, and thereby 
greatlr reduces the size of the problem. Part I of 
the paper presents the method with reference to a 
simple! numericaL example. Part II establishes the 
general applicability of the proposed method. Part 
III prrsents some lemmas of practical importance, 
and some discussion, with examples, of special 
consid~rations that may arise in the desigh.of actual 
frames[ ' 
Pugsley, Alfred. "The economy of structures." Journal 
· Royal Aero Soc, Vol. 31 (March, 1959), pp. 153-162. 
Rabinovich,\J~ ~. On the t~eory of statically indetermi-
nate lattices. Gentr Inst Transp Stroit, 1933. 
I . . . 
Aiwork concerning the problem of choosing the 
best from a set of structures of uniform strength. 
I : 
Readey, W. B. ''Optimum design of indeterminate frames." 
JournaJ of 1 the Aergnautical Sciences, Vol. 21 
(September,1 1954), pp. 615-620. 
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I ; . 
T'e paper presents methods for obtaining the 
optimum sedtion property distributions, for indetermin~ 
ate fr~mes ~nd beams, directly from the de~ign 
condit~ons. An optimu~ section property distribution 
is ass~med to be one which results in constant extreme 
.fiber ~traibs, where the tension strain is not neces-
sarilylassumed to be equal to the compression strain. 
As a c@nsequence bf the constant bendirig strains, the 
changelin geometry, due to given strain, is determined 
when the inflexion point~ are located. A method is 
I presenied, for determiniqg optimum inflexion point . 
locatiqns which result in optimum' design. In general 
the solution is achieved by an·iteration process, bu~ 
a diredt soiution is presented for certain beam problems. 
: ··'. 1 
. . ' I I 
Rogers, Paul. "Economy in structural design." Consul ting 
· Enginedr, Vql. 3 (January, 1954), p~. 32-35. 
I , 
, The methods described in this article can be 
u~ed td bri~g about considerable savings without 
dimini~hing the factor of safety of the structure. The 
methods' desc.ribed are intended specifically for use 
iri str~ctural design of power plants even though·. ~ 
·~·· structures serving any purpose should be economically 
-~4esigned. , . 
-. . I . . 
I 
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Rozvany, George I. N. "Optimum· synthesis of prestressed 
structqres." Journal of Structural Division, Proceedings 
. of the !American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 90, 
Part 2 [ (~e~ember, 1964)., pp. 189-211. 
The concept of reversed deformation is described. 
By using this technique it is shown that any prestressed, 
indete~minate structure can be designed for one given 
load s~stem withoµt solving compatibility equations. 
Stress~s in the members and the fully stressed shape 
of the stru~tures are chosen prior to design and an 
o~timu~ design is selected. This method is particularly 
suitab~'e fo~ the design of non-linear and highly 
redund nt structures on the basis of permissible 
stress criterion .. The method is illustrated with 
exampl .s. \ 
. I 
Schmidt, L. 1c. •1Fully stressed design of elastic redundant 
truss u;nder alternative load systems." Australian Journal 
of App~ied Science, Vol. 9 (1958), pp. 337-348. 
I '. 
T~e present paper derives the conditions for 
minimu~ weight design. These conditions require 
the minimum.of all fully stressed designs to be found. 
The met~od of fully stressed design is presented; a 
fully sltres~ed design being one in which each member 
reaches its maximum allowable stress under at least 
• one of fhe alternative load systems .. The effects of 
~nstability pave been ignored in this paper, the basis 
. \ 
ot desi~n being with allowable stress. It has been 
shown that tbe minimum weight design.of 1 a statically 
indeter~inate truss, subject to alternative load 
. I 
system,\ resolves itself to the determination of a 
series bf fully stressed designs. The minimum of 
these will be the least weight design. Such a proce-
dure do~s not seem practicable by ordinary design office 
m~thod,:but any one full~ stressed design will give a · 
.. . good efficient structure.; The method of successive 
;;::;··· ·;approximation is used. ·-., 
.. .-:·~:~-~--:;. ' ~' ·;i~~': . ' 
'\.·.,. · · ,-.f Sch~idt, Lucian C. "Minimum weight layout of elastic, stati-
Y'.':::·.'.} .. · .. -,~··· .. , \ca11y determinate, triangulated frames under alternative 
-~~~ilN~l~~~a~o :::! ::::: ~ 1 f :::::: 2:~r ;::e ~:::::: ~: :::i:::s::: gh t 
_design Of triangulated frames under a single load system 
~is exterided to allow for alternative load systems. Only 
minimum\weight st~t~cally determinat~ frames, designed · 
to maximum al~owable stresses, are di~cussed • 
. ; 








Proceelings! 2nd National Conference of Electronic 
Computation. Structural Division ASCE, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, 1960, pp. 105-132. 
·····. . 
'.':\;S~hmi t, Lucian and William Morrow. "Structural synthesis 
with buckling constraints." Journal of Structural 
Divisidn. Proceedings of the American Society of 
·civil Engineers, Vol. 89, Part I (April 1963), pp. 
:'107-126. 
i 
. . Tlie writers define structural synthesis as a 
systematic process of optimum design. The techniques 
-made possible by the use of digital computers. 
64 
technique uses the area of the members as design 
param~t
1
ers. The configuration and material are treated 
as corit.inuous variables. Minimum weight design are 
present~d for nine .. combinations of material and 
configu:ration all subject to the same loading conditions. 
Bucklin~ effect is also considered arid by matrix analysis 
structu~es h~ve been solved. · 
i 
: I , 
, L. A!., and Robert H. Mallet. "Structural synthesis 
and des~gn parameter hierarchy." Journal of the 
Structural Division. Proceedings, American Society 
of Civil Engineers, Vol. 89, Part 2 (August, 1963), 
. p. 269. \ 
I 
I 
The structural synthesis concept may be used to 
size members. automatically to select the geometrical 
configuration or layout, and to determine the combina-
tion-of I attainable material properties:in order to I 
achieve I a minimum weight design. · An .improved synthesis \ 
techniq~e is preserited and the digital 1 computer program.: 
is outlined. Multiple synthesis paths show convergence 
to ,esse~tially identical optimum structural design in 
1 ·most ca~es. Th~ author has discussed in detail the 
meth6d ~nd its applicatipn. 
I i 
. ; I 
Shanley, Ji'. R. "Principles of structural design for minimum 
weight.'1 Journal of the Aeronautical Scienc~s, Vol. 16 
· (Marc;:h, ·1949):, pp. 133-149. 
;Th~ usual procedure in structural analysis involves 
the det~rminltion of the strength of a certain structure 
under sp:ecif1ed, loading conditions. From the design 
point of: view the real problem is to determine the light-
est practica~ arrangement of material ~hich will transm~ 
the requ~red loads through specified distances. This 
may be accomplished through the use of the structural 
I 
Index. Methods of ~omparing various materials_or 
weight basis are developed. The structural _Index 






test!data, comparison of various designs for given 
terial, comparison of different materials on an opti-
mum basis and on loading conditions. 
Th~ author recommends that more emphasis be placed 
on <the '!'design" approach, through the use of the 
structural Index, instead of on the llstress analysis" 
approach. The latter is best adapted to checking the 
accuracy of a structure already designed, while the 
structural index method permits the selection of the 
best structure for a given force transmission requirement. 
I . 
I 
F. ~- Weight Strength Analysis of Ai-rcraft Structures. 
Yor~: Do~er Publications, Inc., 1960. 
i 
Thi1s textbook in its first part discusses the 
principles of optimum structural design and part two 
· and three for structural weight equations and material 
properties and behavior. The author emphasizes the 
design approach. He states briefly the procedure as 
follows~: (a) Presentation of test data for various 
types of: construction, resulting in different materials 
which 1 wi~l generally assist in planning research programs; 
(b). Com~arisons of various designs for a given material) 
resultink in determination of optimum proportions for 
minim~m weight; (d) Comparison of various materials on 
an optimbm basis thereby allowing for the fact that 
optimum type of design varies with the material and the 
loading 6onditions; (d) Determination of a rational, 
allowable stress for structures subject to buckling. 
Shield, R.: T. Optimum Design Methods for Structures Plasticity. 
Pergamon Press, 1960. 
• I 
Smirnov, A~ F; Bars and Arches of Minimum Weight Subjected 
to Bending. (in Russian) Proc MIIT, 1950. 
Sved, · G. "The, minimum weight , of certain redundant structures." 
- Australian Journal of Applied Science, Vol. 5 ( 1954) , 
·pp. 1-9. 1 
' I 
I : 
A me~hod has been presented whereby the minimum 
weight pin jointed frame structure corresponding to 
any c~nfiguration can be determined in a straight forward 
mannet. The minimum weight structure is always a stati-
cally determinate structure. The method presented is 
limit~d to structures which are designed for a single 
load system. The paper shows that prescribing the. 
stresses still permits the selection of the forces in 
the redundant members. For prescribed external forces, 
geometry of the structure and stresses, the cross sec-
tiona;t. areas of the members, and the weight of the 





redundan~ members, by proper selection of these force~ 
the weigbt of structure can be made a minimum. The 
method ha~ been illustrated with two examples. 
. i '. 
I ' 
Vargo, L. G. ('Nonlinear minimum weight design of planer 
structures." Journal of Aeronautical Sciences, Vol. 
23 (1956)~ pp. 956-960. 
I . 
! . 
A direct method has been developed for determining 
the minimum weight fully plastic moments of a plan~r 
structure subject to set of concentrated loads. A 
general n~nlinear relationship between the fully plastic 
moments and areas of the series of sections available 
I 
to the designer is included in the method. Solution 
for the two span beam and rectangular bent under concen-
.trate~ loads are obtained, and a comparison with the 
results of a linearity assumption is made. When 
geometrically similar sections are used, the linearity 
assumption results in up to a 15 per cent weight 
penalty., !consideration is given to a possible extension 
of th~ .nonlinear theory to planer structures under 
distributed loads and space frames. 
I 
Vinogradov, A. I. Statical indetermination· of bar systems 
of miQ.imum weight (in Russian). Issl. Teor Sooruzh 
6, 1954.. . 
Vinogradovl A. I. Problems of the analysis of minimum 
weight structures (in Russian). Proc. Khark Kirov's 
Inst. IInzh Zhelezn Transp 25, 1-173-1955. 
Wang, c. Kl 'statica1lly Indeterminate Structiures. New York: 
. · McGraI1 Hill, Inc., 1953. : · 
· Wasiutynsk , :Z. The Strength Design (in Polish). Acad Tech 
' Sci, I' arszawa; · 1939. 
Wa~~utynsk, Z. Application of Science to the Determination 
·' of th, Forms of Structure (in Polish). Nauka Polska S, 
Wasiutynsk', ·z. and Brandt Andrzej. "The present state of 
knowl dge· in the field of optimum design of structures."· 
Applied:Mechanics Review, Vol. 16 (1963), pp. 341-350. 
The author has surveyed the developments on optimum 
~ desig~ and info~mation with several references. The · 
· autho~~ ~as suggested four main approaches to achieve . 
o_ ptim m d~sign. The author remarks in conclusion that 
in sp'te of differences in the design criteria and . 
methods~ the arrangement is always,the same. 
I 
·, ; . . . 
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